
Swedish Footprints in

Western Lithuania

TRAVEL ROUTE INFORMATION

Travel theme: Swedish Footprints in Western Lithuania

Travel length:  2 days (240 km.)

Features of the tourist group: Interest in Swedish cultural and historical heritage

Type of transportation:  by  bus and by  foot

Travel route outline:   Klaipėda-Plungė-Salantai-Mosėdis-Skuodas-Palanga-Kretinga-Klaipėda

Travel map:

*  Meeting point w ith tourist guide and the end of the trip can be in the

I  International Ferry  Terminal or Klaipėda city  center .

* Accommodation: Palanga Resort (Dinner and overnight in hotel.)



International Ferry Terminal - Palanga Resort

Oginskiai is a famous family of
noblemen and dukes living in
ethnographic Lithuania for

about 400 years. According to
historical sources, their

ancestors were Swedish Vikings.

(90.min)

Plunge manor

The legend tells us that in
ancient times Imbarė was

settled by Swedish squad, led
by two brothers. They built

fortifications and ruled here for
many years.

(30.min).

Imbare  hillfort

First day

Salantai Church project was
created in 1902 by Swedish-

born architect Eduard Karl
Strandmann, who worked in the

Courland province. The neo-

Gothic two-tower Church of the
Assumption of the Virgin Mary

was build in 1906-1911.
(20.min)

Salantai Church of
the Assumption of the

Virgin Mary

 The museum's outdoor
exposition contains about 200

large boulders. All of them
came to Lithuania with glaciers

from Finland and Sweden.

Expositions have been formed
so that the tourist find

themselves like in the north of
Sweden or in southern Finland.

(60.min)

National V. Intas
Stone Museum

The earliest settlement
mentioned in the written

sources in the territory of the
present Republic of Lithuania.
Rimbert Chronicle tells that

Apulė belonged to the Swedes,
but the local inhabitants freed

themselves. 853 - 854 The
Apuole settlement and the

castle were attacked by King
Olaf of Sweden with his army.
After the negotiations Apuolė

people recognized the Swedish
victory.

(30.min)

Apuolė hillfort



Palanga Resort - International Ferry Terminal

Church of the Assumption of
the Blessed Virgin Mary which

was created by a Swedish
architect E. K. Strandmann.

(40.min)

 Assumption of the

Blessed Virgin Mary

Church During the Swedish attack, the
Swedish soldiers tortured the

monks in the monastery
demanding to give away the

treasures and when they
refused, they were closed alive
in the dead crypt under the

church.

(60.min)

Kretinga Bernardine
monastery

Second  day

Jonas Karolis Chodkevičius
(1560-1621) was a hetman of the

Grand Duchy of Lithuania, a
voivode, and the founder of the

Kretinga city, church, and
monastery. He played a major

role, often as the top
commander of the

Commonwealth forces, one of
the main wars was the Polish–

Swedish War of 1600–11.
(10.min)

Monument to Jonas
Karolis Chodkevičius

Ignas Šeinius - Lithuanian and
Swedish writer, Lithuanian
diplomat, press worker.

(10.min)

House of the writer
Ignas Šeinius

At the beginning of the
twentieth century there was a
Swedish Consulate. A beautiful
garden and a decorative pool
with a sculptural group were
planted behind the building.

The building was not
reconstructed, so the planned
structure remained unchanged

and a number of interior
elements remained.

(20.min)

House of the Swedish
consul Karl Wiese

In the city of Karlskrona in
Sweden there is Klaipėda
Square, where in 1989-1990

there were demonstrations for
freedom. In return, one of the

squares of Klaipeda was named
after Karlskrona in the early

1990s.

(10.min)

 

Karlskrona Square



Palanga Resort - International Ferry Terminal

Klaipėda Castle site and museum
History of the castle and Swedish military

campaigns.

1629-1635 The region of Klaipėda was

dominated by Swedes.

(60.min)

Second  day

 History of the Curonian spit, the fortification and the museum.

The Lithuanian Sea Museum was opened in the reconstructed
Nerija fort in 1979.

The Museum collects, keeps, explores, preserves, restores and
promotes museum valuables reflecting the history of navigation

of Lithuania and the diversity of marine nature.

(90.min)

Neringa fort (Sea museum)

Klaipėda Castle site


